Stuttgart
Fast access
When travelling you don’t
have to leave your fourlegged friend behind.
We offer a »four-pawsservice« here at the relexa
Waldhotel Schatten.
We welcome your companion and make them feel
comfortable with a cosy
blanket, toys and feeding
bowls including small treats.

The woods and lakes around
the hotel with well developed paths and plenty of
space to run around make
the relexa Waldhotel Schatten a favourite destination
hotel even for your fourlegged friend. And lovingly
care from our staff comes
with no extra charge.

From Munich/Singen:
From motorway A8 or
A81 exit at the junction
Autobahnkreuz Stuttgart
to the A831/B14 direction
Stuttgart. Then B14 to the
exit Magstadt (roundabout),
direction Magstadt
(Magstadter Straße) and
stay on the main road. You
will see a sign advising you

Hotellerie à la relexa
to turn left to the hotel.
From Karlsruhe/Heilbronn:
From motorway A8 or A81
to the junction Autobahndreieck Leonberg, exit
Leonberg. At the traffic lights
turn right direction Stuttgart
and stay on the main road
for 5.5 km. You will see a sign
advising you to turn right to
the hotel.

The Waldhotel Schatten has
a rich and exciting history,
dating back to 1783.
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Traditional charm
and modern comfort

Meet and stay – central
yet surrounded by nature
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It became famous far
beyond the region for an
attraction that raised the
pulse of many racing fans:
The Solitude racetrack, with
a »S« bend right in front of
the hotel that was nothing
short of notorious.

Living ...

Dining ...
An honourable
tradition!
An evening in the summer
on our sun terrace, a cosy
evening by candle light,
sit by the open fire place
and enjoy selected wines,
or maybe finish the evening

Meeting and event ...

Leisure time ...

in our Solitude Bar and
admire our racing car rarities.
The relexa Waldhotel
Schatten offers accommodation in Stuttgart as well
as the perfect frame for a
business meal or a celebration always combined
with service of excellence.

Individual and
comfortable

Something
for everyone

A quiet and green surrounding relaxes and sharpens the
mind. Meet in a green environment in our VDR award
certified function rooms with
space up to 100 people.

The green surroundings of
the relexa Waldhotel Schatten right on the edge of the
forest invite you to start
the morning with a relaxed
country run or a bike ride.
Or just simply relax your
body and mind in our

cooking classes, self-made
BBQ and after-work cooking.
More information here:

Whatever occasion leads
you to us, we make (almost)
everything possible for you.

Cosy and
romantic

Our 138 rooms and suites
are furnished in a comfortable and modern style.
Naturally, they are all
equipped with bathtub
or shower, WC, telephone,
LCD-TV including a free
Sky cinema movie

channel, radio, mini bar
and W-Lan.
We offer our guests 112 free
parking spaces and 34 underground parking spaces.

As a special highlight,
we encourage you to visit
in our »relexa cooking«
studio – a professionally
equipped kitchen for up to
15 persons with an attractive program for cooking
enthusiasts, for example:

For us, it is important that
your celebration is an
unforgettable experience.
We take care of the details

and submit an individual
tailored offer to you.

modern oasis of tranquillity
with sauna & soft sauna,
steam room and gym.
Enjoy excursions to the
zoo Wilhelma, the nearby pleasure palace
»Baerenschloessle« or the
various castles in Stuttgart and Ludwigsburg.

